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LEARNING FOR LIFE
FORREST PRIMARY SCHOOL AND EARLY YEARS CENTRE IS A CHILD SAFE ENVIRONMENT AND HAS A ZERO TOLERANCE OF BULLYING.

PRINCIPAL’S NEWS
PUPIL FREE DAY
A reminder that next Monday
the 1st of November is a Pupil
Free Day. Staff will be working
on planning for 2022. We hope
that our community enjoys a
long weekend together with
Melbourne Cup Day on the
following day.
SPRING CARNIVAL
CELEBRATION
«Last_Name»«Last_Name»«Last_Name»
As per a recent message on
Compass, this Friday is an out
of uniform day with students
encouraged to wear fancy
outfits as part of a Spring
Carnival Celebration Day. We
will be having an outdoor
picnic and doing some Spring
Carnival related activities.
END OF YEAR
This week we are finalizing our
plans for the end of year
activities, celebrations and

Principal Award Winners

community events. We will
need to have a plan A, B and C
for everything due to the
changing nature of restrictions,
but we are excited about what
we may be able to achieve
towards the end of this term.
HANDYMAN
Just wanted to give a big shout
out to our resident handyman,
Mick. He has been working
tirelessly to ensure that our
buildings and grounds are safe
and has been doing lots of little
upgrades to our facilities.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD
Congratulations to Shira
Sloane and Jock Roberts for
winning last week’s Principal’s
Award. They will be joining
myself and other award
winners for morning tea
shortly.
School
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DATES FOR YOUR
DIARY
OCTOBER
26 Library (MARC Visit)
NOVEMBER
1 Student Free Day
2 Public Holiday Melb Cup
8 Swimming Lesson 1 - TBC
9 Art (MACC Visit)
15 Swimming Lesson 2 - TBC
16 Library (MARC Visit)
17 SC Meeting @ 3.45pm
22 Swimming Lesson 3 - TBC
23 Art (MACC Visit)
29 Swimming Lesson 4 - TBC
30 Library (MARC Visit)
DECEMBER
6 Swimming Lesson 5 - TBC
8 Whole School Excursion
15 SC Meeting

Forrest Primary School and Early Years Centre is a child safe environment and has a zero tolerance of bullying.
SCHOOL COUNCIL NEWS
The October School Council
meeting was held at the
Neighbourhood House, a most
useful facility for us to have in
Forrest. Many topics were
discussed and reported on.
The fundraising committee
have finally met and are
planning for 2022. They are
intending to hold one
fundraising event each term,
plus something which is a
service to the school such as a
Fathers Day stall!
The finance committee
reported on a fabulous result
from the sale of Waratah
flowers and requested School
Council endorse the Parent
Payment Arrangement for
2022.
Staff in the Early Years Centre
are well prepared for the
Assessment and Rating
procedure and now have a
date set for this. There has
been some progress with
the Early Years renovations
with a new builder expected
to view the facility this
weekend in order to
prepare a quote.
Rob reported on the
progress of the school
review. The review process
is nearing completion with two
more mornings of consultation
remaining. Staff from the
School and Early Years Centre
as well as students will be
meeting with the reviewers on
Wednesday the 3rd of
November. Parents and carers

also have the opportunity
to be involved on this day.
I encourage as many
people as possible to
participate, everyone’s
input is valued and will
help shape our next
Strategic Plan.
An alternative to the white
sports t shirt is still being
sought. It is hoped the
children will have some
input before a final option
is decided upon.
Thank you for taking the
time to read this report, if
you haven’t been involved
with school council in the
past, I hope it gives you
some insight into the roll
and responsibilities of
school council.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Learning effort: Aletheia Freddi
for her fantastic contributions when
we discussed our school values
and how they might look in
different parts of the school.
Learning behaviour: Dori Bartlett
for showing wonderful
improvement in organising himself
for learning and taking
responsibility for his belongings.
Learning effort: Jock Roberts for
actively using feedback to improve
his learning, particularly in writing.
Keep it up Jock!
Learning behaviour: Elise Sgro for
encouraging others to contribute
during small group activities. Well
done Elise!

Rose Sgro

INDO CORNER:

HELPING HANDS

COLOURS in Indonesian –

✓ JAXON FOR
HELPING MUM
WITH THE COWS
✓ TINA FOR HELPING
WITH THE GUINEA
PIGS

MERAH - RED
MERAH MUDA - PINK
BIRU - BLUE
HIJAU - GREEN
KUNING - YELLOW
COKLAT - BROWN
JINGGA - ORANGE
HITAM - BLACK
PUTIH – WHITE
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Forrest Primary School and Early Years Centre is a child safe environment and has a zero tolerance of bullying.

SENIOR ROOM NEWS
It is wonderful to have
everyone back in the classroom
learning together and
supporting each other. I’m
pleased to report that I have
seen many examples of our
new school values: Respect,
Persistence, Teamwork and
Kindness on a daily basis. A
reflection of our amazing school
community.
This week saw the introduction
of masks for the 3-6 students
when learning inside.
Thankfully the weather has
supported my efforts to do most
of our learning outside.

In Reading we have been
thinking about the themes of
the books we are reading and
the lessons we can learn from
the characters. In Writing we
have explored the structure
and language of explanation
texts, with students choosing a
topic to research and explain
(see the examples below).

current understanding of this topic.
During Outdoor Education we learnt
about The Aussie Backyard Bird
Count, identified and surveyed the
birds in the school yard during a 20minute period, then walked down to
The Common to complete another
survey. Surprisingly, we found a
greater selection of birds at school.
The year 5 and 6 students have
started the Survive and Thrive
program, and during those sessions
the Foundation to year 4 have
joined me for some digital
technology sessions. We had a lot of
fun experimenting with coding on
Scratch.
Alison Matthews

This week we started wearing masks
inside. The good thing is that we have
started working outside because we
don’t have to wear them outside. I’m
currently writing an information report
about chickens, which I love! At school
we have had a bower bird that keeps
getting into the chicken cage that I have
helped to get out. We have planted
tomatoes and strawberries in the vegie
garden. It will be great when we can eat
them!
Chelsea
In Survive and Thrive, Jamie from
Anglesea CFA has been teaching us
about how fire spreads, how to stop a
fire and how to use the instruments to
find out the relative humidity. We are
measuring and recording the weather in
a table to compare in our next session.
It’s really interesting.
Ellen

In Math’s, we have had the
challenging task of
understanding and comparing
decimals, fractions and
percentages. These tasks are
differentiated to suit students'
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JUNIOR ROOM NEWS
Spring has sprung! So nice to have a glimpse of
warmer weather and seeing so many native
flowers in the bush! There has been a terrific buzz
in the junior room as we welcomed the new school
guinea pigs to the Forrest PS family. Potato and
Goggles (kindly donated by Ellen S) are proving
to be quite mischievous but oh so cute! The
students love having a few cuddles with the babies
and learning about their needs and how we can
best look after them as pets. Feel free to pack a
few guinea pig treats in with your child!!! They
love blueberries!!! It is shaping up to be a busy
term as we prepare for the possible swimming
program, pet parade (organized by Junior School

Council) and maybe even an end of year concert!
In the junior room we are maintaining focus on our
literacy and numeracy sessions and would
encourage everyone to continue with the home
reading of decodable readers. Thanks to everyone
for recording your child’s reading in the diary and
making a comment about how they are going. I am
so impressed with everyone’s progress! Our unit
of inquiry is How the world works and we have
started investigating how different natural systems
work together. There has been a lot of interest in
small animals so part of our investigation will be
learning about worms and their role in recycling.
Have a lovely week! Kaz Standish
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EARLY YEARS CENTRE NEWS
whispers before D saw the
group becoming Dragon’s and
Dinosaurs Drawing Directions
from Di!

We have been really busy
these last two weeks in the
EYC with lots of learning
happening.
The children are starting to
explore letters of the alphabet
with each day focusing on one
letter. We made clay A’s,
painted Blue, Black or Brown
for B day, C day involved a
wonderful game of Chinese

Outside the children have
enjoyed the explosion of
spring and of course with that,
comes an explosion of
creatures! They spend quite a
long time looking to see how
many different creatures they

can find to try and scare Vicki
and Di.
We have been playing some
soccer and running around
enjoying the warmer weather
and dryer days.
Cheers Di, Vicki, Liza, Shari &
V

Compass – Did you know!
From the Home Screen on the Mobile App,
Parents have the ability to notify of their
child’s absence from school by selecting
‘ Add Attendance Note’
Parents will be asked to notify the reason for
the absence, any additional comments and
the start and end date of the absence.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
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